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Table 1: trainers in Britain and Ireland by most runs 1/6/2020 to 30/7/2020

TRIKE RATE is the most

overrated statistic in racing. It

isn’t a trainer’s job to

maximise their rate of success;

rather it is to maximise its

aggregate.

There is a long-standing confusion

that better trainers are identified by their

superior strike rate. But this ignores an

important point: it’s easier to win at a

high percentage if you are highly

selective, but this involves missing

many a prize you might have won with

more enterprise.

The widespread obsession with strike

rate is also to the detriment of the sport

because of this age-old truism: victory

matters the most when defeat was the

more likely result. In other words, it is

necessary to be risk-seeking to exploit

the full potential of a horse. This is

because races are not always won by the

best horse. A trainer needs to give his

runners the chance to capitalise on

occasions where winning turns out to be

less difficult than it had looked on paper

beforehand.

It should be the job of the trainer to

maximise the aggregate of wins and

prize-money. The auxiliary verb in this

sentence is italicised because not every

trainer sees it this way. Some believe

there is a commercial imperative to

keeping a horse lightly raced for the

sake of resale value; others with top-

class stock operate as if defeat is a

spectre for a future stallion’s reputation.

There is no doubt that the rash of

small fields for certain types of races is

a function of preoccupations like these

which denature the sport as a

competitive entity and render it more

like a kind of beauty contest. Sport

shouldn’t be about trying to hide

weakness; it should be about trying to

exploit potential.

Let’s examine the true meaning of

strike rates some more. Taking results

since the lockdown was finally lifted on

racing in Britain and Ireland, the 10 Flat

trainers listed in the table below have

sent out the most runners.

Controversial

These are some of the most powerful

operations in the British Isles. I have

highlighted the column SR1 which is

the trainer’s win-rate. Next to it, for

reference, is SR123 which is the strike

rate for their horses which finish in the

top three places.

In this sample of data, the correlation

coefficient between Runs and SR1 is -

0.47 while that between Runs and

SR123 is -0.55. The correlation

coefficient was first conceived by our

old pal Francis Galton, the controversial

Victorian genius. But, it was specified

more fully by Galton’s protégé and
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biographer Karl Pearson.

The correlation coefficient measures

the strength and direction of a linear

relationship between two variables on a

scale which varies between 1 and -1. A

correlation of zero indicates that no

association seems to exist, while values

approaching the extremes suggest an

increasingly strong relationship. Here,

correlations around -0.50 indicate a

moderately strong inverse relationship:

as the number of runners goes up, strike

rate tends to go down.

Maybe you could argue that this is

just an artefact of the small sample of

trainers selected above. And it’s true that

if you descend the column of Runs in

the entire population of British and Irish

trainers, the relationship begins to

reverse. Naturally, trainers with only a

few horses tend not to have very good

horses and it is this factor which is the

real driver of strike rate – not trainer

skill.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the

portfolio approach to campaigning

horses which is necessary to achieve the

aims of the biggest stables comes at a

cost to strike rate. 

Think of it this way: a trainer who

fields three runners in a race can win

with only one of them, but success adds

two losers to the trainer’s record – even

if they complete a 1-2-3.

The upshot is that strike rate only

TRAINER HORSES WINS PLACES RUNS SR1 SR123

Mark Johnston 171 71 114 456 15.6 40.6

Richard Fahey 181 36 90 410 8.8 30.7

Tim Easterby 140 26 62 394 6.6 22.3

Richard Hannon 170 46 75 383 12.0 31.6

Aidan O’Brien 121 53 76 302 17.6 42.7

David O’Meara 94 38 74 286 13.3 39.2

Joseph O’Brien 125 65 73 260 25.0 53.1

Andrew Balding 114 35 70 254 13.8 41.3

Jessica Harrington 120 34 63 249 13.7 39.0
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trike rates
becomes meaningful once you know the

sample size. And because the number of

runners is the denominator in the strike

rate formula, this is like saying that the

number of winners a trainer sends out

dominates the rate at which they are

achieved as a guide to that trainer’s

efficacy.  

Looking at the data in the table, the

highest strike rates belong to the

champion trainers of Britain and Ireland,

John Gosden and Aidan O’Brien.

These two men are among the greatest

to ever hold a licence and both achieve

their aims with unerring accuracy. But

strike rate isn’t the reason we know this:

there are many trainers who have won at

a higher rate than O’Brien’s 17.6% rate

since lockdown. 

The third-best strike rate belongs to

By 

James

Willoughby

Mark Johnston. The yard normally

operates at a 16%-17% rate, which is

more than the other accomplished

trainers with more than 300 runners in

the sample. Given the volume of runners

the yard is able to sustain, this results in

devastating annual numbers which is

guaranteed to exceed 200 winners in

most other years.

Not surprisingly, Johnston Racing

horses hit the ground running as soon as

lockdown was lifted. This is a good time

of year for the stable, in any case, but it

has not missed a trick in terms of

readiness.

Runners generate winners which

generate prize-money. As the number of

a trainer’s runners increases, each

additional runner has a constricted

number of opportunities before the

trainer is forced to send out multiple

runners in a race. This situation itself

requires careful management because

some owners don’t like the idea of their

horse being defeated by friendly fire. 

HIS, however, is a naïve belief.

Multiple runners actually

improve the probability that one

of the portfolio will win because a

trainer has a greater ability to predict the

shape of the race tactically and to

instruct his riders accordingly. This is

not to say that Johnston Racing or any

other operation gets involved in the

chicanery of team tactics in these

circumstances, but it is undeniable that a

trainer has more information about what

is going to happen when the stalls open

– whether they choose to use it or not. 

OODWOOD week – and July in general – is

usually a high time for followers of the yard. The

rhythm of the season is somewhat different this

year, and the ground in Sussex wasn’t as fast as that which

often prevails, but once again Johnston Racing did not

come home empty-handed, with two winners making it 86

in total at the fixture.

Astute observers will have noticed one factor which

counted against the stable’s runners: throughout the week,

pace did not hold up anywhere near as well as it can do at

Ascot.

Having last month compiled for readers a Royal Ascot

report, I thought it was right to update opinions formed

there in light of what has happened since. The focus is on

three horses for whom I have a particular fondness:

Maydanny: I called him “very much one to follow” and

he retains that status. The son of Dubawi and Attraction

disappointed after Ascot when racing too keenly at

Newmarket, but he was back with a bang on the first day,

winning by five lengths from progressive stablemate Sky

Defender,  who deserves a lot of credit himself. The time

was superb and the former wayward youth is a stakes horse

in the making.

Hochfeld: Toughed it out in the Summer Handicap on

the final day of the meeting to give the stable a deserved

second winner. This fifth career success for him was his

first since 2017, amazingly, since when he has made the

frame in competitive races nine times. He won off 92,

having peaked at 103 previously.

Nayef Road: He is a fine horse, made that way by

competition. He is such a tough customer and added

another second to Stradivarius in a Group 1 race when

running his heart out again in the Goodwood Cup. Racing

has made him better.

Subjectivist: Continues to prove one of my favourite “Dr

Jim” horses (those owned by Dr Jim Walker). He took the

Listed Glasgow Stakes easily and then ran a screamer in the

Group 3 Gordon Stakes, setting a strong pace and battling

on very bravely, being headed only well inside the final

furlong. He ran the race of his life.

Goodwood update of my Royal Ascot thoughts
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Nayef Road under Babu Singh
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